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Housekeeping: trouble shooting

• Check your system requirements

• Audio options:

1. Use your computer’s mic and speakers (“Computer audio”). Check that your computer’s audio is 
unmuted.

2. Use a telephone to dial in (“Phone call”)

⁻ Phone number: 1800 945 157| 1800 317 562

⁻ No need to enter an Audio PIN as audience is muted

⁻ Please enter the meeting ID: 890 8368 0664

⁻ and press # to confirm, # to join the meeting.

3. If you are still experiencing audio difficulties, try downloading the Zoom App on your smart 
phone, and enter the Webinar ID: 890 8368 0664

4. Further information: 

https://support.zoom.us/hc/en-us/articles/115004954946-Joining-and-participating-in-a-webinar-attendee-

https://support.zoom.us/hc/en-us/articles/115004954946-Joining-and-participating-in-a-webinar-attendee-
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Housekeeping: how to submit questions

• To submit your text questions use the
Q&A tab at the bottom of your screen

• Note that your questions will not be seen
by other attendees

Your Participation



AGENDA 10:00 ASX Introduction, Ian Irvine, MC

10:05 Market Update, Sally Auld

Chief Investment Officer, JB Were

10:20 Orocobre Limited, Martin Perez de Solay

Managing Director & Chief Executive Officer 

10:40 Nitro Software Limited, Sam Chandler 

Co-Founder & Chief Executive Officer

11:00 Brickworks Limited, Lindsay Partridge 

Managing Director

11:20 Data#3 Limited, Laurence Baynham

Chief Executive Officer & Managing Director

11:40  Conclusion
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The macroeconomic and markets outlook

Global growth: Delta, China, Bottlenecks, Goods prices

Changes to calendar year GDP forecasts over the course of 3Q % of countries having GDP forecasts upgraded in past 3M

2021 GDP forecasts have moved a lot in 3Q Have we reached the end of the downgrades?

Source: JBWere and Bloomberg. Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future performance.Source: JBWere and Bloomberg. Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future performance.



There are reasons to remain optimistic medium term

US GDP and labour market forecasts Goldman Sachs Financial Conditions Index and US GDP growth

Even as growth slows, the u-rate will still 
decline

Loose financial conditions presage robust GDP

Source: JBWere and Bloomberg. Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future performance.Source: JBWere and Bloomberg. Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future performance.
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Inflation: How long is transitory?

Global and US CPI forecast revision index Various measures of core inflation in the US

Keeping up with reality Trimmed mean core inflation is at 2%

Source: JBWere and Bloomberg. Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future performance.Source: JBWere and Bloomberg. Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future performance.

The macroeconomic and markets outlook



Gains have been broad as we traversed the recovery phase

12M returns vs. 15Y average of 12M trailing returns % of markets beating 15Y average returns (as of 30-Sep)

Equities and commodities vs. fixed income No longer on the highs

Source: JBWere and Bloomberg. Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future performance.Source: JBWere and Bloomberg. Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future performance.

The macroeconomic and markets outlook



Source: JBWere and Bloomberg. Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future performance.

The good news is that equities don’t peak until just before the next recession

Equities vs. bonds (trailing returns) and the economic cycle Months before recession* that a market peaks

Still scope for equities to outperform bonds Recessions and asset class performance

Source: JBWere and Bloomberg. Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future performance.

*2020, 2007, 2001 and 1991 recessions. 

The macroeconomic and markets outlook



Source: JBWere and Bloomberg. Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future performance.

Interest rates

US Treasury 10Y yield Last rate hike was in November 2010…

A bull market in term interest rates RBA cash rate

Source: JBWere and Bloomberg. Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future performance.

The macroeconomic and markets outlook



Inflation / early 
withdrawal of liquidity

– One risk for markets is a more rapid 

withdrawal of monetary stimulus if 

economies continue to recover 

ahead of expectations. 

– The abundance of liquidity and low 

interest rates, together with central 

bank commitments to extended 

periods of policy rate stability, have 

delivered elevated valuations in 

many markets. 

– Were these supports to disappear 

sooner than expected, then we 

would expect significant repricing of 

risk markets. A sustained surge in 

inflation is likely to be the driver of 

any such dynamic.

– The pandemic is not over and a 

return to pre-pandemic life will 

remain elusive while a large 

proportion of the world’s population 

do not have access to a vaccine. 

– The slower the pace of vaccination, 

the more likely the chance that new 

vaccine resistant variants can 

emerge. 

– We see these risks as more pressing 

for the EM complex, relative to the 

DM complex. 

– Markets are priced for strong growth 

and easy policy. There appears to be 

little, if any, risk premia in markets for 

any disruptor to this outlook, financial 

or otherwise. 

– If 2020 taught financial market 

participants anything, it was that 

complacency can have serious 

ramifications.

– It is possible that economies with 

slower or stilted recoveries suffer 

more scarring than those that 

continue upon strong and consistent 

recovery trajectories. 

– This divergence in “recovery 

experience” has the potential to drive 

a more permanent wedge between 

these two groups of economies given 

the impact that the speed of recovery 

from recession can have on relative 

potential growth rates.

Risks

Vaccines and variants Complacency Persistent growth 
divergence

The macroeconomic and markets outlook



Important Notice

This report has been prepared by JBWere Limited (JBWere) and comprises general advice only.  In preparing it, JBWere did not take into account your investment objectives, financial situation or 

particular needs. Before acting on any advice contained in this report, you should consider whether the  advice is appropriate in light of your financial circumstances or contact your adviser.  JBWere 

recommends that you consider the relevant Product Disclosure Statement or other disclosure document, where relevant, before making investment decisions in relation to any particular product 

mentioned in this report. 

JBWere’s advisers and other professionals may provide oral or written market commentary or trading strategies to clients that reflect opinions that are contrary to the opinions expressed in this report, 

and they may make investment recommendations that are inconsistent with the recommendations or views expressed in this report.

Ownership and Material Conflicts of Interest

JBWere requires all research personnel to disclose to JBWere any material investment position or financial interest in issuers that they review. Research personnel are paid in part based on the 

profitability of the National Australia Bank Limited group (NAB Group), which includes JBWere. 

No business units within the NAB Group which provide corporate advisory services, including JBWere’s markets division (which provides capital raising services) have any input into determining the 

budget decisions, bonuses or allocations of resources for any business units within JBWere which produce research.  The revenue and results of JBWere’s markets division are not taken into account 

when determining JBWere’s research budgets or expenses.

In the last twelve months, JBWere has played a role in transactions for certain entities which may be referred to in this report. For details, go to Deal Flow Participation.

JBWere’s research analysts may from time to time hold financial products that are the subject of a JBWere research report. The Managing Conflicts of Interest and Maintaining the Integrity of Research 

Policy sets out how JBWere manages these conflicts. Please refer to the list of financial products currently held by JBWere’s research analysts.

The NAB Group and associates, may have provided, provides   or seeks to provide investment banking, capital markets and / or other services, to the issuers and their associates mentioned in this 

report.

Our research process

Further information about the methodology applied by JBWere in preparing research reports is available on the JBWere website.

The macroeconomic and markets outlook

Disclaimer

https://www.jbwere.com.au/content/dam/jbwere/documents/deal-flow-participation.pdf
https://www.jbwere.com.au/content/dam/jbwere/documents/jbwere-managing-conflicts-of-interest-and-integrity-of-research-pdf.pdf
https://www.jbwere.com.au/content/dam/jbwere/documents/jbwere-isg-analyst-holdings-may2020-pdf.pdf
https://www.jbwere.com.au/individual-and-families/investment-advice/investment-strategy-group


General Disclosures 

This report is not an offer to sell or the solicitation of an offer to buy any security in any jurisdiction where such an offer or solicitation would be illegal. The information contained in this report is subject to 

change without notice. The price and value of the investments referred to in this report and the income from them may fluctuate. Past performance is not a guide to future performance. Future returns 

are not guaranteed and a loss of original capital may occur. Certain transactions, including those involving futures, options, and other derivatives, give rise to substantial risk and are not suitable for all 

investors.

In producing research reports, members of JBWere’s Investment Strategy Group may attend site visits and other meetings hosted by the entities mentioned in those reports.  In some instances the costs 

of such site visits or meetings may  be met in part or in whole by the issuers concerned if JBWere considers it is appropriate and reasonable in the specific circumstances relating to the site visit or 

meeting.

JBWere’s research is disseminated primarily electronically, and, in some cases, in printed form. Electronic research is generally made available simultaneously to all clients.

General Disclaimer

So far as laws and regulatory requirements permit, JBWere,    its related companies, associated entities and any officer, employee, agent, adviser or contractor thereof (JBWere Group) does not warrant 

or represent that the information, recommendations, opinions or conclusions contained in this report (Information) is accurate, reliable, complete or current and it should not be relied on as such. The 

Information is indicative and prepared for information purposes only and does not purport to contain all matters relevant to any particular investment or financial instrument. Subject to any terms  implied 

by law and which cannot be excluded, the JBWere Group shall not be liable for any errors, omissions, defects or misrepresentations in this report (including by reasons of negligence, negligent 

misstatement or otherwise) or for any loss or damage (whether direct or indirect) suffered by persons who use or rely on the Information. If any law prohibits the exclusion of such liability, the JBWere 

Group limits its liability to the re-supply of the Information, provided that such limitation is permitted by law and is fair and reasonable.  

Research Analyst Disclaimer: The Information accurately reflects the personal views of the author(s) about the securities, issuers and other subject matters discussed, and is based  upon sources 

reasonably believed to be reliable and accurate.  The views of the author(s) do not necessarily reflect the views of JBWere. No part of the compensation of the author(s) was, is, or will be, directly or 

indirectly, related to any specific recommendations or views expressed in this report. 

Other Research Providers

This report may contain a restatement, summary or extract of   a report prepared by UBS Securities Australia Limited (UBS) or a related body corporate (UBS Report). Please contact your JBWere 

adviser if you would like a copy of the UBS Report.  For information on the ways in which UBS manages conflicts and maintains independence of its research product; historical performance information; 

and certain additional disclosures concerning UBS research, please visit www.ubs.com/disclosures

This report has been prepared for distribution only to clients of JBWere (and potentially to clients of other financial advisers).   It may not be reproduced or distributed without the consent of JBWere. 

Please refer to the full details of the important disclosures, available in the Disclosures section of the JBWere Limited website.

Copyright© 2021 JBWere Ltd ABN 68 137 978 360 AFSL 341162

.

The macroeconomic and markets outlook

Disclaimer

http://www.ubs.com/disclosures
http://www.jbwere.com.au/nav_footer/disclosures
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IMPORTANT INFORMATION AND DISCLAIMER 

This investor presentation (Presentation) has been prepared by Orocobre Limited (ACN 112 589 910) (the Company or Orocobre). It contains general information about the Company as at the date of this 

Presentation. The information in this Presentation should not be considered to be comprehensive or to comprise all of the material which a shareholder or potential investor in the Company may require in order 

to determine whether to deal in Shares of Orocobre. The information in this Presentation is of a general nature only and does not purport to be complete. It should be read in conjunction with the Company’s 

periodic and continuous disclosure announcements which are available at www.orocobre.com and with the Australian Securities Exchange (ASX) announcements, which are available at www.asx.com.au. 

This Presentation does not take into account the financial situation, investment objectives, tax situation or particular needs of any person and nothing contained in this Presentation constitutes investment, legal, 

tax, accounting or other advice, nor does it contain all the information which would be required in a disclosure document or prospectus prepared in accordance with the requirements of the Corporations Act 

2001 (Cth) (Corporations Act). Readers or recipients of this Presentation should, before making any decisions in relation to their investment or potential investment in the Company, consider the 

appropriateness of the information having regard to their own individual investment objectives and financial situation and seek their own professional investment, legal, taxation and accounting advice 

appropriate to their particular circumstances.

This Presentation does not constitute or form part of any offer, invitation, solicitation or recommendation to acquire, purchase, subscribe for, sell or otherwise dispose of, or issue, any Shares or any other 

financial product.  Further, this Presentation does not constitute financial product, investment advice (nor tax, accounting or legal advice) or recommendation, nor shall it or any part of it or the fact of its 

distribution form the basis of, or be relied on in connection with, any contract or investment decision. 

The distribution of this Presentation in other jurisdictions outside Australia may also be restricted by law and any restrictions should be observed. Any failure to comply with such restrictions may constitute a 

violation of applicable securities laws. See the section of this Presentation entitled "International Selling Restrictions". By accepting this Presentation, you warrant and represent that you are entitled to receive 

this Presentation in accordance with the above restrictions and agree to be bound by the limitations therein.

Past performance information given in this Presentation is given for illustrative purposes only and should not be relied upon as (and is not) an indication of future performance.

Forward-looking statements are based on current expectations and beliefs and, by their nature, are subject to a number of known and unknown risks and uncertainties that could cause the actual results, 

performances and achievements to differ materially from any expected future results, performances or achievements expressed or implied by such forward-looking statements, including but not limited to, the 

risk of further changes in government regulations, policies or legislation; the risks associated with the continued implementation of the merger between the Company and Galaxy Resources Ltd (the Merger), 

risks that further funding may be required, but unavailable, for the ongoing development of the Company’s projects including those projects acquired in the Merger; fluctuations or decreases in commodity prices; 

uncertainty in the estimation, economic viability, recoverability and processing of mineral resources; risks associated with development of the Company Projects including those projects acquired by the 

Company as a result of the Merger; unexpected capital or operating cost increases; uncertainty of meeting anticipated program milestones at the Olaroz Project or the other Company Projects including those 

projects acquired by the Company as a result of the Merger; risks associated with investment in publicly listed companies, such as the Company; risks associated with general economic conditions; the risk that 

the historical estimates for Borax Argentina’s properties that were prepared by Rio Tinto, Borax  Argentina and/or their respective consultants (including the size and grade of the resources) are incorrect in any 

material respect; as well as those factors disclosed in the Company’s Annual Report for the financial year ended 30 June 2021 and Sustainability Report 2020 available on the ASX website and at 

www.sedar.com.

http://www.asx.com.au/
http://www.sedar.com/
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IMPORTANT INFORMATION AND DISCLAIMER (CONT.) 

Certain statements in this Presentation are forward-looking statements. You can identify these statements by the fact that they use words such as “anticipate”, “estimate”, “expect”, “project”, “intend”, “plan”, “believe”, 

“target”, “may”, “assume”, "should", "could", "predict", "propose", "forecast", "outlook" and words of similar import. Indications of, and guidance on, future earnings and financial position and performance are also 

forward-looking statements. Forward-looking information may include, but is not limited to, the successful ramp-up and/or continued production rates of the Olaroz Lithium Project (Olaroz Project), the Sal de Vida 

Lithium Project (Sal de Vida Project), the Mt Cattlin Spodumene Project (Mt Cattlin Project), the James Bay Spodumene Project (James Bay Project) and the Naraha Lithium Hydroxide Project (Naraha Project), 

(together the Company Projects) and the timing thereof; the design production rate for lithium carbonate at the Olaroz Project and Sal de Vida Project; the expected brine grade at the Olaroz Project and the Sal de 

Vida Project; the expected spodumene grade at the James Bay Project and Mt Cattlin Project expansion; the future financial and operating performances, including production, rates of return, operating costs and 

capital costs of and cash flows resulting from each of the Company Projects; the comparison of such expected costs to expected global operating costs; the ongoing working relationship between Orocobre and the 

Provinces of Jujuy, Salta and Catamarca in Argentina; the on-going working relationship between Orocobre and the Olaroz Project's financiers, being Mizuho Bank and Mizuho and the satisfaction of lending 

covenants; the future financial and operating performance of the Company, its affiliates and related bodies corporate, including Borax Argentina S.A. (Borax Argentina); the estimation and realisation of mineral 

resources at the Company Projects; the viability, recoverability and processing of such resources; timing of future exploration of the Company Projects; timing and receipt of approvals, consents and permits under 

applicable legislation; trends in Argentina relating to the role of government in the economy (and particularly its role and participation in mining projects); adequacy of financial resources, forecasts relating to the 

lithium and boron markets; the potential processing of brines from the Cauchari Project and the Sal de Vida Project and the incremental capital cost of such processing; optimisation of Borax Argentina’s operations 

and any synergies relating thereto and other matters related to the development of the Company Projects and the timing of the foregoing matters.

Prospective investors should have regard to the risks outlined in this Presentation when making their investment decision. No representation, warranty or assurance (express or implied) is given or made by the 

Company that the forward-looking statements contained in this Presentation are accurate, complete, reliable or adequate or that they will be achieved or prove to be correct. No independent third party has reviewed 

the reasonableness of any such statements or assumptions. There can be no assurance that the Company’s plans for development of its mineral properties will proceed as currently expected. There can also be no 

assurance that the Company will be able to confirm the presence of additional mineral deposits on any of the Company’s properties. Circumstances or management’s estimates or opinions could change. 

Prospective investors are strongly cautioned not to place undue reliance on forward-looking statements, including in respect of the Company’s financial or operating outlook, particularly in light of the current 

economic climate and the significant volatility, uncertainty and disruption caused by the COVID-19 pandemic. 

Subject to any continuing obligation under applicable law or relevant listing rules of the ASX, the Company disclaims any obligation or undertaking to disseminate any updates or revisions to any forward-looking 

statements in this Presentation to reflect any change in expectations in relation to any forward-looking statements or any change in events, conditions or circumstances on which any such statements are based. 

Nothing in this Presentation shall under any circumstances (including by reason of this Presentation remaining available and not being superseded or replaced by any other presentation or publication with respect to 

the subject matter of this Presentation), create an implication that there has been no change in the affairs of the Company since the date of this Presentation. 

US investors should note that while the Company's reserve and resource estimates comply with the JORC Code, they may not comply with Industry Guide 7, which governs disclosures of mineral reserves in 

registration statements filed with the US Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC). In particular, Industry Guide 7 does not recognise classifications other than proven and probable reserves and, as a result, the 

SEC generally does not permit mining companies to disclose their mineral resources in SEC filings. You should not assume that quantities reported as “resources” will be converted to reserves under the JORC 

Code or any other reporting regime or that the Company will be able to legally and economically extract them. By attending an investor presentation or briefing, or by accepting, accessing or reviewing this 

Presentation, you acknowledge and agree to the terms set out in this disclaimer. All dollar values are in US dollars ($) unless stated otherwise. 
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Our core goals underpin everything we do

CREATING A GLOBAL LITHIUM CHEMICALS COMPANY

• High quality battery grade 

production from Olaroz and 

targeted from Naraha and 

from Sal de Vida

• Merged entity expertise to 

optimise product quality 

across all assets

• Larger production base to 

improve flexibility and overall 

product reliability

• Faster and cheaper learning 

curve across all operations

• Leverage joint management 

expertise to achieve cost 

leadership across the portfolio

• Improved bargaining power 

with suppliers • Safety, quality and productivity

• Sustainable, long life assets

• Continuing the journey towards net 

zero emissions

• Strong commitment to human rights 

and local communities

• Broader marketing strategy 

deployed to a diversified 

customer base

• Leverage expertise and 

increased scale in existing joint 

marketing relationships

• Access to US markets through 

an integrated James Bay 

development

Product Quality

Cost Leadership

Customer Focus

Sustainability

Growth

• Global portfolio of assets

• Highly complementary skills 

and knowledge

• Proven expertise in delivering 

projects in Argentina
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MERGER WITH GALAXY IS NOW COMPLETE

A top 5 global lithium chemicals company with a standout value proposition

1. Based on market capitalisation as at ASX market close on 12 August 2021

2. As at 30 June 2021 and includes restricted cash

CREATING A TOP 5 GLOBAL 

LITHIUM CHEMICALS 

COMPANY
1

HIGHLY COMPLEMENTARY 

PORTFOLIO OF ASSETS2

INDUSTRY LEADING 

GROWTH PROFILE3

UNIQUE SYNERGIES4

HIGHLY EXPERIENCED 

BOARD & MANAGEMENT 

TEAM
5

ENHANCED SCALE AND 

FINANCIAL CAPACITY
6
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Long life, low-cost and sustainable brine operation  

OLAROZ STAGE 1

Strong cashflow and pricing momentum

• Gross cash margin of $4,371/tonne and gross margin of 52% in June 

Qtr

• June quarter realised average price of US$8,476/ tonne, up 45% qoq

and 117% pcp

• Significant cost reductions achieved

Improved product quality and production 

• Aim to deliver higher processing capability and improved product quality 

and consistency

• FY21 production of 12.6kt lithium carbonate 

• In June quarter, 66% of total product was battery grade

• Ongoing refinement of the pond management system and brine 

inventory  

Robust Sales 

• FY21 sales of 13.3kt, up 27% yoy

• Budgeted FY22 production is fully contracted and substantially subject 

to variable pricing with exposure to continued price increases

• Guidance of US$9,000/tonne for the first half of FY22
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Construction underway to expand Olaroz to produce an additional 25ktpa of lithium carbonate 

OLAROZ STAGE 2

• Expected completion in H1 2022 and production to commence in H2, 

have spent US$216 million to 30 June 2021 excluding VAT, working 

capital and finance costs

• Production of primary grade lithium carbonate will ramp up over 2 

years to full capacity

• Most infrastructure is complete, many ponds have been built. 

• Additional accommodation facilities have been completed to maintain 

COVID compliance over 650 personnel on site

• Lime plant #1 (services Stage 1) is fully operational and Lime plant 

#2 was commissioned in February providing additional capacity.  

Lime plant #3 will more than double the combined capacity of Plants 

1 and 2 and will be completed in H2 2021

• Construction of the carbonation plant and soda ash plant are 

progressing rapidly. The soda ash plant is expected to be complete 

during CY2021 and will service both Stages 1 and 2 providing 

additional efficiencies 
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Stable and mature operation producing high quality spodumene concentrate

MT CATTLIN

• Offtake contracted for life of mine and 

product is accepted in supply chains 

globally

• Low-cost operation with a reputation of 

reliably producing to target 

• Record quarterly and half year production of 

63kt and 110kt respectively by June 

• Customer demand remains very strong and 

spodumene pricing momentum continues 

• Sales are largely tracking production rates 

and are contracted at spot pricing basis 

• Opportunities to produce lower grade 

concentrate from tailings under investigation

Mt Cattlin Snapshot1

Australia

Location

2016

Restart Year

Spodumene 

Concentrate

Lithium Product 

Produced

1.5 – 1.7 Mt

CY21 Total Ore 

Processed

2.3 – 2.6 Mbcm

CY21 Total 

Material Mined

1.3% Li2O 

Resource Grade

58 - 62%

CY21 Recovery

1.1 – 1.2% Li2O  

CY21 Grade of Ore 

Processed

195 – 210kt

CY21 Concentrate 

Production

5.6 – 5.8% Li2O 

CY21 Product Grade

US$420 - 450/t

CY21 FOB Cash Costs 

Pricing 

momentum 

continues

1. FY21 figures represent guidance only
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Designed to convert Olaroz lithium carbonate into battery grade lithium hydroxide 

NARAHA

• The 10ktpa Naraha Plant is the first of its kind to be built in Japan 

• First lithium carbonate is being shipped from Olaroz Stage 1 to 

Naraha

• Capital spend to 30 June 2021 is US$57m

• Commissioning is expected to commence in Q1 CY22 

• Construction now mostly complete, commissioning in Q1 CY22 due to 

COVID-19 delays to travel by international technicians

• Conversion costs (excluding primary grade lithium carbonate 
feedstock costs) are estimated at approximately US$1,500/tonne
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A globally competitive, highly profitable tier 1 lithium brine project 

SAL DE VIDA

• The 2021 Feasibility Study confirms a 

lowest cost quartile brine operation

• Onsite piloting and test-work has 

successfully produced battery grade 

lithium carbonate from Sal de Vida brine

• Targeting initial production of ~11ktpa of 

predominantly battery grade lithium 

carbonate, which can readily expand to 

32ktpa in 3 stages1

• Early construction and procurement for the 

wells to ponds is underway 

• Detailed engineering for the process plant 

progresses

• The merged entity to progress a study for 

an accelerated 32ktpa development 

1. Refer to Galaxy's ASX announcement dated 14 April 2021 titled "Sal de Vida Development Plan" for further details including the material assumptions on which production capacity is based.  This capacity assumes that 

Stages 1, 2 and 3 of the project are successfully completed in accordance with Galaxy's Feasibility and Pre-Feasibility studies referred to in that announcement.

2. Measured, Indicated and Inferred resources

3. From first production

4. Metrics relate to Stage 1 only unless otherwise stated

Catamarca, 

Argentina

Location

Stage 1: 11ktpa

Stage 2-3: 21ktpa

Battery Grade Lithium 

Carbonate Production

1.7%

Pond Grade Feed

~44 years

Project Life

84%

Pond Recovery

81%

Plant Recovery

754 Li ppm2

Resource Grade

US$153m

Development Capital

US$3,500/t

Unit Cash Operating 

Costs

US$809m

Pre-tax NPV (8% 

discount rate) 

43%

Pre-Tax IRR

2 years3

Pre-Tax Payback 

Period

Sal de Vida Snapshot4
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High-grade, hard-rock spodumene deposit located in Québec, Canada

JAMES BAY

• Preliminary Economic Assessment (PEA) confirms a 

globally competitive, low-cost operation 

• High-grade, near surface mineralisation with 

favourable characteristics

• Well serviced by key infrastructure and hydro-power 

• Utilising spodumene expertise from successful 

operations at Mt Cattlin

• Basic engineering nears completion to accelerate the 

project to a “construction-ready” status by year end 

• Strong stakeholder relations, particularly with Cree 

First Nations

• The merged entity to investigate vertical integration of 

James Bay with a downstream conversion facility

Québec, Canada

Location

330ktpa

Spodumene Production

5.6% Li2O 

Product Grade

~18 years

Mine Life

71%

Recovery

3.7 : 1 

Strip Ratio

1.4% Li2O 

Resource Grade

US$244m

Development Capital

US$290/t

FOB Montreal Cash 

Operating Costs 

US$560m

Pre-tax NPV (8% discount 

rate) 

39.6%

Pre-Tax IRR

2.2 years

Pre-Tax Payback Period

James Bay Snapshot1

1. Refer to Galaxy's ASX announcement dated 9 March 2021 titled “James BayDevelopment Plan" for further details including the material assumptions on which production capacity is based.  
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A core focus of the business that strives to deliver sustainable products and better outcomes for all stakeholders 

LEADING ENVIRONMENT, SOCIAL & GOVERNANCE PRACTICES

The Dow Jones Sustainability™ Australia Index 

is composed of sustainability leaders. The 

index represents the top 30% of companies in 

the S&P/ASX 200 based on long-term 

economic, environmental, and social 

criteria.

Evaluated as Sector Leaders in ESG criteria 

by Australian Council of Superannuation 

Investors (ACSI) for two consecutive years

Our long term commitment to 

sustainability and transparent 

reporting is evident in recognition 

from ACSI and inclusion in the DJSI

Orocobre sets clear safety, environmental and social objectives and 

fosters a culture of collaboration to drive efficiency, quality, and 

sustainable development at our operations. 

We have committed to the transition of our scope 1 and 2 business 

emissions to net-zero by 2035.

Our contribution to our communities is integral to our core business. 

We employ nearly 700 people from the local communities and 

provincial areas in Argentina. In Australia, we employ a local hire 

philosophy encouraging our Mt Cattlin workers to live locally and 

contribute to the Ravensthorpe community.

Our Shared Value teams works with local communities to 

implement projects identified collaboratively to generate long term 

sustainable outcomes. 

We are focussed on sourcing locally and increasing opportunities for 

suppliers in the communities where we operate. At each of our 

operations between 22% and 50% of suppliers are from local 

communities and provinces. 

Safe and 

Sustainable 

Operations

Thriving 

Communities

Responsible 

Products
The primary focus of our growth activity is the development of lithium 

chemicals to support the world’s increasing requirements for clean, 

secure and affordable energy as we transition to a global net zero 

carbon economy. 
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LITHIUM MARKET UPDATE
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Underlying fundamentals will support strong demand into the future

LITHIUM MARKET

• Robust demand for lithium in China continues to push up global prices with weighted average prices of lithium carbonate and lithium hydroxide up YTD by 200% and 

122% respectively according to Benchmark Minerals Intelligence.

• Lithium battery grade carbonate and hydroxide spot prices in China ~US$25,000/tn. 3.5X up YTD 

• Increasing long-term contracts between OEMs and lithium producers to secure supply availability ahead of expected strong demand growth.

Historical Lithium Chemicals pricing (US$/t)

Source: Benchmark Minerals: lithium price assessment 2021  
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Underlying fundamentals underpin significant sector growth and robust lithium demand

LITHIUM MARKET

United States of America 

• Current US administration has committed to halving 

greenhouse emissions by 2030, supported by US$7.5B 

on EV infrastructure

• Washington state targeting 100% BEV passenger and 

light duty vehicles by 2030

• California and New York targeting zero emissions on 

passenger vehicles by 2035, and heavy duty vehicles by 

2045

Europe

• “Fit for 55” package targeting reduction on new vehicle 

emissions by 55% from 2030 and 100% from 2035. 

• Norway & Netherlands proposed to end ICE sales by 2035

• Attractive EV subsidies and tax penalties for ICE purchases 

China

• US$2 billion EV stimulus, subsidies extended to 2022

• Targeting 20% EV penetration rate by 2025 

• Pledged to become carbon neutral by 2060 

Canada

• Targeting 30% EV penetration by 2030 

• Quebec targeting zero emissions by 2050 
EV demand is forecast to rise to ~20-30%              

CAGR in coming decade 

✓ EV global sales of 3.2M units July YTD up 

by 154%, with Europe and China leading 

growth 145% and 191% yoy respectively. 

Underpinned by a global transition to carbon 

neutrality 

✓ Carbon emission targets and penalties

✓ Government regulations and subsidies

✓ Increasing range of EV models by OEM’s

✓ EV production ratio of ~1.2 in China and 

~0.8 in Europe (relative to ICE)

Significant build-out of capacity throughout 

the lithium-ion supply chain 

✓ Pipeline global lithium-ion battery cell 

production capacity for 2030 rises to ~4,400 

GWh, a 38% July YTD increase
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Delivery of new supply is critical in meeting oncoming demand 

GLOBAL EV ADOPTION TO DRIVE A LITHIUM DEMAND SURGE

Source: Benchmark Minerals: lithium forecast Q2 2021  

Forecasted lithium market balance 
(tonnes LCE)

• Structural deficit from 2021 onwards due to the absence of significant supply-side developments

• Market tightness and price momentum is evident with strong pricing required to provoke the required supply  
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of the Fortune 500 
are Nitro customers 1

Business Customers 2

We’re a global leader in document 
productivity and digital transformation.

1 68% of the 2019 Fortune 500 with paid licences, as of 30 June 2021.  
2 A business customer is a customer with 10 or more licenced users.

12,000+
Countries

155

4

68%
10% are scaled customers 
with >100 licences
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NITRO SNAPSHOT
High-growth, recurring B2B SaaS 
revenue model

Large and growing TAM

Evolving as broader productivity 
software platform

Investing in R&D and go-to-market 
for continued growth and scale

Experienced leadership team



A trusted platform of 
products that delivers 
productivity, eSigning, and 
intelligence to the most 
critical documents in your 
enterprise.

Nitro PDF Pro
PDF PRODUCTIVITY

Nitro Analytics
INTELLIGENCE & INSIGHT

Customer Success
BEST-IN-CLASS SERVICE

Nitro Sign
E-SIGNING

Create, edit 
and collaborate

Secure eSigning 
any device

Document conversion

Eliminate printing

Process digitisation
& acceleration

Remote 
collaboration Prove ROI

Measure adoption

Benchmark 
performance

Training & 
enablement

Onboarding & 
adoption

24/7 support 
team

6

Full commercial 
release

Now available for Mac, 
iPad ® and iPhone ®

NEW
NEW

THE NITRO 
SOLUTION TODAY
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1H 2021 FINANCIAL HIGHLIGHTS
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13.2

16.6

21.6

28.5

$33.8 million
ENDING ARR

$24.1 million
REVENUE

($3.0 million)
OPERATING EBITDA1

$38.6 million
ENDING CASH

33.8

BY THE NUMBERS

Up 66% YoY
SUBSCRIPTION REVENUE

Up 56% YoY
ARR

Delivering rapid ARR and subscription 
revenue growth as scale increases

1 Operating EBITDA excludes stock-based payment,  foreign exchange gains 
and losses, and one-time expenses related to M&A.



CUSTOMER 
SPOTLIGHT

• Initial purchase of 1,100 licences in 
January 2020, expansion to 1,850 
licences by October 2020

• Primary signing use cases include 
purchase orders, vendor contract awards, 
and sign-off of engineering designs and 
documentation with audit trails

• Over 16,000 documents eSigned in 
1H 2021 resulting in improved supply 
chain collaboration, faster production of 
engineering deliverables, and reduction in 
print/paper costs

Nitro’s Productivity Platform 
accelerates customer’s 
execution

HIGHLIGHT: NITRO SIGN ROI

8

INDUSTRY
Oil & Gas

INCUMBENT
Adobe

EMPLOYEES
11,500

CUSTOMER SINCE
2020

International Oil & Gas 
Services Provider
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FINANCIAL RESULTS
1H 2021
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Subscription ARR at end of financial 
reporting period

Subscription revenue during financial 
reporting period

63%60%

ARR AND REVENUE
CAGR CAGR

10

Strong ARR and subscription revenue 
growth reflect Nitro’s successful 
subscription strategy and increasing scale 

13.2

21.6

33.8

5.7

9.1

15.1
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As subscription sales dominate, Nitro’s 
total revenue growth is accelerating

14%
YOY Growth

27%
YOY Growth

16.7

19.1

24.1
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BUSINESS1 REVENUE: % SUBSCRIPTION VS. % PERPETUAL

1 Nitro’s Business sales comprise sales executed by Nitro’s sales team and exclude online/eCommerce sales via Nitro’s website

• In the Business sales channel, 
subscription revenue increased to 85% of 
revenue in 1H2021, up from 72% in 2020

• The Business sales channel generates the 
majority of Nitro’s revenue and constituted 
73% of Nitro’s total revenue in FY2020

14%

31%

50%

72%
85%

86%

69%

50%

28%
15%

FY2017 FY2018 FY2019 FY2020 1H2021 2H2021

Subscription Perpetual

TRANSITION TO SUBSCRIPTION

12

Transition to subscription in Business sales 
channel remains on target to be effectively 
complete by end of FY2021
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95%
Gross Retention Rate

114%
Net Retention Rate

4.5
LTV / CAC

ARR GROWTH (US$M)

KEY SAAS METRICS
High-growth, high-quality ARR underpinned by compelling 
unit economics and strong expansion performance

13

13.2

16.6

21.6

28.5

33.8
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BUSINESS STRATEGY 
& OUTLOOK



1 Nitro Productivity Suite and Nitro Sign Total Addressable Market (TAM) calculated by estimating the total number of companies worldwide across our SMB, Mid-
Market, Growth and Enterprise segments using LinkedIn data and applying an Average Contract Value (ACV) per segment for each product. Productivity Suite ACVs are 

based on Nitro's typical ACVs per segment achieved today, and Sign ACVs are based on typical eSigning contract values per segment currently achieved by market 
leaders, but discounted to reflect expected Nitro pricing and packaging.

• PDF Productivity

• PDF Document Services

• Document Intelligence and 
Insights

• eSigning

• Document Workflow

• Automation

$11B $17B

THE OPPORTUNITY IS 
VAST & GROWING

DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION

Nitro PDF 
Productivity

Nitro Sign

$28B
TAM1

15
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WorkflowProductivity Automation API/SDK Analytic 
Insights

Control 
Center

Customer 
Success

OUR VISION
Provide flexible and connected tools that 
put the power of Nitro to work across every 
device and workflow, allowing customers 
to transform their entire organization with 
a single solution.

INTRODUCING

THE WORLD’S FIRST DOCUMENT 
PRODUCTIVITY PLATFORM



From new customers and products, 
to cross-sell opportunities and M&A, 
we have multiple avenues for 
continued growth.

MULTIPLE LEVERS
FOR GROWTH

17

Focus on channel
Increased focus on channel to drive revenue and lay 
foundations for value-added platform future

Winning new customers
Account Executives leveraging established big wins 
to penetrate new accounts, regions and verticals

Expansion within existing customers
Customer Account Executives focused on 
expansion, including Pro upsell and Sign cross-sell

New product development
Continued innovation across Nitro Pro, Sign and Analytics while 
adding new products and features to deliver platform

Mergers & acquisitions
Product-led strategic M&A to accelerate roadmap 
and unlock even greater cross-sell potential.



FY 2021 GUIDANCE
A year of investment to accelerate 
both short and long-term growth

18

Ending ARR

$39-42 million

Revenue

$47-50 million

Operating EBITDA1

($9)-($11) million

1 Operating EBITDA excludes stock-based payments, foreign exchange gains and losses, and one-time expenses related to M&A.
Note: FY 2021 stock-based payments expected to be significantly higher than in FY2020 given leadership hires in 2H 2020 and early 2021.

$ in USD
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WHSP Market
Value

Property Trust
NTA

BP Australia
NTA

BP North
America NTA

Net Debt Total Total Per
Share
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Revenue

$1.96B

Years in business

40+

Listed on the ASX

1997

Offices across 

Australia and Fiji

9

Recurring Revenue

62%

Average tenure of executive team

28 years

Key awards + certifications

• HRD Employer of Choice

• Microsoft Azure Expert Managed Services Provider Certification

• Cisco Global Commercial Partner of the Year

Data#3 in FY21

People

1,200+

Customers

• Public Sector and Large Corporate

• Health, Education and Resources industries

2



Sustained revenue growth, boosted by cloud

Total revenue ($M) Total Public Cloud revenue ($M)

Strong revenue growth fuelled by

software licensing and cloud-

based solutions.

Total revenue includes $791.6M of

public cloud revenues, up 36.2%

on PCP, to 40% of total revenue.

Approximately 62% of revenue is 

recurring, under term-based 

contracts.

3



Sustained earnings growth and shareholder return

Basic EPS (cents)

Dividends per share (cents)

4

High dividend payout ratio

✓ Average payout approx. 90% 

Substantial growth in market capitalisation

✓ $732M at 30/6/21

✓ S&P/ASX 300 index (XKO)

✓ S&P/ASX All Technology index (XTX)

Strong total shareholder return

✓ 26.7% TSR for FY21

✓ 45% average TSR for past 7 years



FY21 Financial Highlights

Revenue

$1.96B
Up 20.3% 

Gross Profit

$194.7M
Up 3.6%

NPBT

$36.9M
Up 8.4%

NPAT

$25.4M
Up 7.5% 

Basic EPS

16.51 cents
Up 7.5%

Dividends per share

15.0 cents
Up 7.9%

Payout ratio of 90.9%

5



Exceptional 

Performance

Customer 

Success

Solutions 

Framework

Remarkable 

People

Organisational 

Excellence

Innovative 

Solutions

6



Attract, develop and retain the 
best talent

• Environmental, Social and Governance

• Diversity and Inclusion

• Champions of Change

• People Solutions

• Employer of Choice

4.54
FY21



Data#3 and our Customers

The 
Customer

Experience

Digital

Marketing

Sales

Services 
Teams

Customer 
Success

F&A

Culture - Attitude - Values

4.15
FY19 4.28

FY20

4.34
FY21



#1 partner in Australia #1 partner in Australia

Top five partner in Australia

#1 partner in Australia

400+ 

other partnerships

9



Digital Transformation

Foundation Layer

Data & Analytics

Artificial 

Intelligence

Internet of Things 3D Printing

Connectivity SecurityMulti-cloud Modern 

Workplace



Multi-cloud

Modern Data Centre

Public Cloud

Private Cloud

Modern 

Workplace

Collaboration

End User Devices

Printing

Systems Management

Security

Cloud Security

Data Security and Privacy

Identity and Access 

Management

Infrastructure and 

Endpoint Security

Security Monitoring and 

Analytics

Data & Analytics

Business Analytics

Customer Management

Internet of Things

Location-Based Analytics

Connectivity

IT-OT Networking

Software-Defined Networks

Software-Defined WAN

Wireless Networks

Consulting Project Services Support Services

Lifecycle

Integrated Solutions

11



Customer Story: Sydney Football Stadium 



Multi-cloud Growth
$791M in Public Cloud

Private Cloud growth

Customers have multiple clouds

Security Growth
$100M+

Combined Data#3 and Business Aspect

Complements all solutions

Services
Reinvention of Managed Services

Business Aspect profit turnaround

Improving gross margins

Customer Experience
Investment in systems and people

Data and analytics driven

Global Recognition with Cisco

FY21 Operational Highlights

13



Accelerating

Services

Services growth 

and strategic 

focus will improve 

profit margins

Position in

the market

Positioned to 

capitalise on growth 

opportunities.

IT outlook

Gartner predict 

Australian IT market to 

grow by 4% to over 
$100 billion

Fast start

FY21 $3M profit 

backlog will be 

realised in FY22

14

FY22 Outlook



Q&A
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Data#3: Delivering The Digital Future



Disclaimer

This presentation has been prepared by Data#3 Limited (“the Company”). It contains general background information about the Company’s 

activities current as at the date of the presentation. It is information given in summary form and does not purport to be complete. The 

distribution of this presentation in jurisdictions outsideAustralia may be restricted by law and you should observe any such restrictions.

This presentation is not (and nothing in it should be construed as) an offer, invitation, solicitation or recommendation with respect to the 

subscription for, purchase or sale of any security in any jurisdiction, and neither this document nor anything in it shall form the basis of any 

contract or commitment. The presentation is not intended to be relied upon as advice to investors or potential investors and does not take into 

account the investment objectives, financial situation or needs of any particular investor. These should be considered, with or without 

professional advice, when deciding if an investment is appropriate.

The Company has prepared this presentation based on information available to it, including information derived from publicly available sources 

that have not been independently verified. No representation or warranty, express or implied, is made as to the fairness, accuracy, 

completeness, correctness or reliability of the information, opinions and conclusions expressed.

Any statements or assumptions in this presentation as to future matters may prove to be incorrect and differences may be material. To the 

maximum extent permitted by law, none of the Company, its directors, employees or agents, nor any other person accepts any liability, 

including, without limitation, any liability arising from fault or negligence on the part of any of them or any other person, for any loss arising 

from the use of this presentation or its contents or otherwise arising in connection with it.
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www.data3.com.au

1300 23 28 23

Linkedin.com/company/data3

Twitter.com/data3limited

Facebook.com/data3limited

YouTube.com/data3limited
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REGISTER NOW: https://www2.asx.com.au/ceo-connect

TUESDAY 7th DECEMBER 2021

ASX CEO Connect 
In partnership with



Thursday, 4th Nov

9am to 12pm AEDT

in partnership with

BIOTECH UNLOCKED:
Showcasing Australia's Next Investment Horizon

ausbiz.co/biotech

REGISTER FREE AT:

https://ausbiz.co/biotech


Thank you.
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